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Abstract

This paper aims to develop and validate an efficient method for delineation of public transit

analysis zones (PTTAZ), particularly for origin-destination (OD) matrix prediction for tran-

sit operation planning. Existing methods have a problem in reflecting the level of spatial

precision, travel characteristics, travel demand growth, access to transit stations, and most

importantly, the direction of transit routes. This study proposes a new methodology to re-

delineate existing traffic analysis zones (TAZ) to create PTTAZ in order to allocate travel

demand to transit stops. We aim to achieve an accurate prediction of the OD matrix for

public transportation (PT). The matrix should reflect the passenger accessibility in the socio-

economic and socio-spatial characterization of PTTAZ and minimize intrazonal trips. The

proposed methodology transforms TAZ-based to PTTAZ-based data with sequential steps

through multiple statistical methods. In short, the generation of PTTAZ establishes homo-

geneous sub-zones representing the relationship between passenger flow, network structure,

land use, population, socio-economic characteristics, and, most importantly, existing bus

transit infrastructure. To validate the proposed scheme, we implement the framework for

India’s Vishakhapatnam bus network and compare the results with the household survey.

The results show that the PTTAZ-based OD matrix represents a realistic scenario for PT de-

mand.

Keywords: public transportation delineation; travel demand; traffic analysis zones; data

allocation; empirical data
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1 Introduction

The demand for public transport (PT) services is essential for any transport planning and

operation management [Hol07]. Therefore, an accurate prediction model is essential. In

general, the prediction framework begins with the generation of a zoning scheme (ZS) and

represents the transportation network; the former is to represent user’s demand, and the lat-

ter is to represent network supply and allocation of traffic flows on the network [Cui20]. ZS

contains information on passenger trips and activities between origins and destinations. For

decades, methodologies to estimate Origin-Destination (OD) matrices have been directly de-

pendent on three main factors: (i) the scale of analyzing models (macroscopic, microscopic,

or mesoscopic [Flü14]), (ii) demand prediction models (flow-based, trip-based, or activity-

based [Bao15]), and (iii) availability of empirical, analytical or simulation data [Man20].

In all settings, the formation of OD on the traffic network has a crucial impact on the final

output [Mar09; Cha02; Ort11]. In this regard, the notion of ZS plays a decisive role in gen-

erating the trip profile and the OD matrix. It represents a geographical unit linking spatial

characteristics with the operating network [Fot91].

The most widely ZS used by authorities is known as traffic analysis zones (TAZ) [Mil21].

TAZ divides the study area into geographic units [McN07]. In practice, TAZ is defined as

a geographic entity delineated by transport authorities to tabulate transportation statistics

[USC20]. The research related to the TAZ scheme had different objectives over the past

decades. The investigation of issues and challenges related to the definition and design

of the ZS can be categorized into two main groups: (i) principles and (ii) techniques. In

general, the zone integrity features are adapted to develop ZS specific for different trans-

portation modes (e.g. private vehicles, trains, freights, metro, bicycles, and taxis [Sah20;

Cha21; Mun19]). The aim of ZS for each transportation mode is to achieve a zoning struc-

ture able to represent a homogeneous distribution of socio-spatial characteristics (e.g. popu-

lation, household, and employment), a homogeneous distribution of trips that are produced

at each zone and attracted by other zones; while considering zone size, their compactness,

overlapping and minimization of the proportion of intra-zonal trips [Dag80; You98].

Here, we present a summary of our literature review on ZS delineation methods. Note

that a wide range of systematic zone delineation techniques has been explored in recent

years, e.g. clustering and cell generation techniques [Mar09], graph theory [Ass06], math-

ematical programming [Shi05], and heuristic search methods [Ope77; Wan14a]. Further-

more, several authors investigated the impact of ZS on demand modeling [Den20], including

the relationship between ZS and spatial factors and gaps that exist in delineation methods

[Man19; Pan19]. The highlights of challenges related to the design and definition of TAZ

that are addressed in the literature are as follows:

1. Examining the effects of network details and the size of TAZ on planning [Kap01].

2. Developing an algorithm that constructs ZS by aggregating the geocoded trip ends

(origin and destination) into a cell grid [Mar07].
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3. Developing a methodology with square grid-based boundaries (200 meters length) for

TAZ delineation while reducing average intra-zonal trips [Mar09].

4. Defining a set of quality criteria for a general ZS and a hierarchical TAZ delineation

algorithm [Mar10].

5. Analysing the aggregation effects of TAZ structures on the traffic assignment [Jeo12].

6. Investigating the aggregation level of zoning with calibrated gravity model [Cab16].

7. Subdividing TAZ into the service area by polygons created around the links using raster

method [Hor01].

All the mentioned methods are implemented either for private cars or railway PT. We

noticed that the implemented design scheme of TAZ on the bus transit passenger demand

to estimate the OD matrix is either not fully investigated or ignored in most studies. More-

over, in small and medium-sized cities (SMCs)1, buses have become a dominant transporta-

tion mode among PT modes [Mah19; Die19; Tiw21]. Therefore, the generation of public

transport-based analysing zone (PTTAZ) should establish a relationship between passenger

flow, network structure, land use, the population in SMCs, socio-economic characteristics,

and, most importantly, existing bus transit infrastructure. However, our literature review

shows that there are limited practical guidelines for PTTAZ generation as a tool to achieve

accurate station-based OD matrices. This study aims to fill this research gap in ZS specific

for PT operation and proposes a disaggregated passenger travel behavior prediction scheme.

We propose to add a new set of zone integrity features into our delineation method. With

new features, we are able to generate a station-based OD matrix considering (1) poten-

tial demand, (2) minimization of loss of intra-zonal trips, (3) accessibility of passengers to

bus stations, and (4) dis-aggregation of spatial data subject to availability of transit routes,

stations, and direction of routes.

2 Methodology

Figure 1 presents an overview of the proposed framework to generate PTTAZ. In the re-

structuring module, we first divide the TAZ area into smaller homogeneous zones (called

sub-zones). We used a grid in this study based on [Mar09]. Second, characteristics of each

TAZ are allocated to new sub-zones subject to spatial features of each TAZ. The heteroge-

neous centroids of TAZ are now converted to homogeneous centroids of subzones. Accord-

ingly, each sub-zone is defined as a geographic unit [Mil99; Bov83]. Third, each bus station

is set as a new traffic unit (i.e. PTTAZ). The size of the PTTAZ is interpreted in terms of

passengers accessibility to transit stations [Poe15; Gut08; Kim07; Mur03; El-14], the cost of

1 SMCs population is defined based on the size of considered country, e.g. for France, SMCs have population
≤ 100, 000 [Gro20], or Switzerland ≤ 50, 000 [Wag21] and on other continents, for India, ≤ four millions
[Tiw11]
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using transport services, and the travel cost that is taken to access a transit station [Mur98;

Mav12].

Figure 1: Public transport traffic analysis zone delineation.

The main contribution of this study is developing a new framework for predicting the OD

matrix for bus transit networks based by introducing PTTAZ scheme to overcome the men-

tioned limitations of using TAZ scheme. In other words, the ultimate goal of the proposed

framework is to transform the TAZ-based OD matrix into sub-zones and then create PTTAZ

to predict the bus station-based OD matrix. The main steps of the methodology are listed

below:

1. Identifying PTTAZ features based on Re-scaling TAZ with respect to PT stations.

• Sub-zonning: TAZs are sub-zoned as 400 m² grid cells [Zha05; Mar09]; a size

which has been recognized as the most acceptable distance for passengers who

are willing to access PT by walking [Bib10].
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• Spatial characteristics of zones and stations: To minimize the aggregation error

caused by activity concentration at the centroid of each zone [Wan14b; Hor01], a

new ZS is generated around each transit stop (i.e. PTTAZ) with 400 meters buffer

around stop.

• Intra-zonal trips: While individual passengers are dis-aggregated within existing

sub-zones, a certain number of passenger trips that are intra-zonal may not be

captured [You98; Bha11]. By reducing the size of sub-zones, we can minimize

intra-zonal trips.

2. Formulating PTTAZ with respect to TAZ scheme

• To develop sub-zoning scheme, each grid cell’s attribute is divided into its build

up land use characteristics. Later, the land use criterion is used to decide which

grid cell does not represent a relation with bus stations.

3. Demand allocation from TAZ to grid cells (sub-zones).

• The demand is allocated from TAZ to grid cells as a function of the number of

residential blocks, the area of each cell, and the average household size (see Fig-

ure 2).

• Based on the stated preference survey (SPS) and HHS data, people using mo-

torized travel modes who are willing to shift to bus service are also identified.

Potential demand is then allocated based on the average trip length of people

who are willing to shift, corresponding income level, and total travel time.

4. Inter-intra cellular evaluation and allocate demand from sub-zones to PTTAZ.

• The walking distance of passengers from each cell’s centroid to each station is

measured for the entire network using the shortest path. The catchment area of

entire stations is then evaluated through Euclidean and network-based walking

distance.

• For those grid cells under overlapped catchment areas, each cell is divided into

sub-sections, the population density ratio of each sub-section is re-evaluated and

demand is re-allocated to the nearest station.

3 Case Study

The Visakhapatnam Municipal Corporation area is considered the study area. A data set has

been collected by a household survey [Aro17]. The city has a population of more than 1.73

million. The network is divided into 97 TAZs having a built-up area of 130 km². There are

52 bus routes operating on a daily basis in two directions. The most recent travel demand

forecasting in the city is based on TAZ extracted from the mentioned household survey.

Primary surveys (i.e. household interviews, traffic volume count, OD survey, and petrol pump
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Figure 2: Partitioning of existing TAZ into cell grids (PTTAZ), centroid and centroid connec-
tors.

survey) have been carried out to collect data on missing components in the secondary data

(i.e. City Development Plan, Master Plan, Bus Route and Operations Data and Property Tax

Data for individual households). In this study, we have used both data sets to generate

PTTAZ.

4 Results and Discussion

Existing TAZ are sub-zoned into 19900 grid cells. The final numbers of cells after filtering

land use constraints are 3328 cells. Using GPS, 137 bus stops are identified for urban area.

Total of 101703 passengers are assigned to bus stops through the proposed model during

morning peak hour. Access walking time that someone is forced to overcome to get to a

transit stop is an important service performance measure and critical factor in PT operation

[Mur01]. Based on the access walking time of passengers from their origin to their nearest

transit stop, the effect of the proposed zoning scheme and quality of passenger travel demand

distribution among transit stops can be validated. We used this validation technique by using

observed data from household survey data and compared the observed average walking

time to bus stop with the actual walking time from small grids PT based zone’s centroid

to bus stops. Table 1 shows values of average travel time (ATT) for both PTTAZ- and TAZ-

based delineation methods with corresponding sample size of PT users within each TAZ and

deviation of average walking time from existing traffic analysis zones data (driven from

HHS).

5 Conclusions

The primary results show using PTTAZ scheme can help transportation planners to increase

the accuracy of the bus demand prediction model. It is important to note that the delineation

of the TAZ into PTTAZ is done through geospatial information and demand allocation. As a

result, the potential transit users’ preferences are incorporated into the final estimate of the

PTTAZ demand matrix, and intra-zonal transit trips are minimized, resulting in better transit

demand estimates on the bus stop level. It is worth mentioning that creating small sub-
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Table 1: Values of average walking time to transit stop for TAZ and PTTAZ schemes.

TAZ
ID

TAZ-
ATT

Sam-
ple
Size

PTTAZ-
ATT

Devia-
tion

TAZ
ID

Sam-
ple
Size

TAZ-
ATT

PTTAZ-
ATT

Devia-
tion

TAZ
ID

Sam-
ple
Size

TAZ-
ATT

PTTAZ-
ATT

Devia-
tion

1 12.2 16 12.1 -0.6 34 55 10.5 10.6 0.7 67 0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 10.0 5 11.4 13.7 35 65 17.0 13.4 -21.1 68 157 13.5 15.1 11.8
3 14.3 28 13.3 -6.8 36 59 11.5 11.0 -4.3 69 86 9.0 6.6 -26.4
4 14.0 103 13.6 -2.7 37 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 70 88 4.7 7.7 62.9
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

28 15.6 77 13.9 -11.0 61 7 0.0 0.0 0.0 . . . . .
29 0.0 0 0.0 0.0 62 116 14.6 14.7 0.5 . . . . .
30 17.6 185 14.2 -19.0 63 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 . . . . .
31 14.1 49 11.2 -20.2 64 82 10.4 9.9 -4.8 . . . . .
32 0.0 0 0.0 0.0 65 82 10.4 9.9 -4.8 . . . . .
33 19.0 4 17.0 -10.3 66 141 34.2 27.9 -18.3 97 0 0.0 0.0 0.0

zones and disaggregating them through the proposed PTTAZ scheme helps to maximize the

usage of effective design criteria. The procedure was tested using data from Vishakhapatnam

city, India. We are currently analyzing the validation results to provide more insights about

deploying the PTTAZ scheme in the OD prediction model. We intend to consider the bus

services to allocate passengers to PTTAZs, based on the direction of transit routes and predict

passengers routes and bus loads during the peak hour.
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